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Abstract
Aim: Within C3 plants, photosynthesis is a balance between CO2 supply from the
atmosphere via stomata and demand by enzymes within chloroplasts. This process is
dynamic and a complex but crucial aspect of photosynthesis. We sought to under‐
stand the spatial pattern in CO2 supply–demand balance on a global scale, via
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analysis of stable isotopes of carbon within leaves (Δ13C), which provide an integra‐
tive record of CO2 drawdown during photosynthesis.
Location: Global.
Time period: 1951–2011.
Major taxa studied: Vascular plants.
Methods: We assembled a database of leaf carbon isotope ratios containing 3,979
species–site combinations from across the globe, including 3,645 for C3 species. We
examined a wide array of potential climate and soil drivers of variation in Δ13C.

Results: The strongest drivers of carbon isotope discrimination at the global scale
included atmospheric pressure, potential evapotranspiration and soil pH, which ex‐
plained 44% of the variation in Δ13C. Addition of eight more climate and soil variables
(each explaining small but highly significant amounts of variation) increased the ex‐
plained variation to 60%. On top of this, the largest plant trait effect was leaf nitrogen
per area, which explained 11% of Δ13C variation.

Main conclusions: By considering variation in Δ13C at a considerably larger scale than
previously, we were able to identify and quantify key drivers in CO2 supply–demand
balance previously unacknowledged. Of special note is the key role of soil properties,
with greater discrimination on low‐pH and high‐silt soils. Unlike other plant traits,
which show typically wide variation within sets of coexisting species, the global pat‐
tern in carbon stable isotope ratios is much more conservative; there is relatively
narrow variation in time‐integrated CO2 concentrations at the site of carboxylation
among plants in a given soil and climate.
KEYWORDS

carbon isotopes, environmental drivers, global, leaf traits, leaves, soil

1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

variation within pools of carbon across the globe. Measurements
of carbon isotopic ratios within various C pools have served to de‐

Understanding the link between the terrestrial carbon cycle and the

velop, constrain and refine models of C cycling at the leaf (Farquhar

water cycle is a fundamental challenge for biogeochemical research.

& Richards, 1984), ecosystem (Beer et al., 2009; Bowling, Tans, &

These cycles are inextricably linked by two dynamic supply–demand

Monson, 2001) and global scales (Kaplan, Prentice, & Buchmann,

functions: The first is the supply of water to plants in the soil and

2002).

the evaporative demand for that water from the atmosphere; the

The largest flux of carbon from the atmosphere to the terres‐

second is the supply of CO2 from the atmosphere to chloroplasts

trial biosphere is photosynthesis, with the majority via C3 photosyn‐

through the stomata and the enzymatic demand for that CO2 at the

thesis (Still, Berry, Collatz, & DeFries, 2003), an enzyme‐mediated

chloroplast. Supply and demand of both water and CO2 change on

process that selectively favors 12CO2 use relative to 13CO2. The ana‐

the order of seconds, and plants must adjust to constantly changing

lytical description of the degree of isotope discrimination (Farquhar,

conditions by closing the stomata to slow water loss, which unavoid‐

O’Leary, & Berry, 1982) was a key advance in biogeochemistry; it

ably restricts CO2 supply to the choloroplast. Stomatal aperture is

showed that carbon isotopes can provide a time‐integrated record

only one of many important factors in plant adaptation to water–

of the partial pressure of CO2 at the chloroplast (pc) compared with

carbon dynamics, and this research area continues to be of great

the partial pressure in the atmosphere (pa). In brief, if pc is close to

importance (Buckley & Mott, 2013; Cernusak et al., 2013; Wolf et

pa, the enzyme involved in carbon capture can more fully execute

al., 2013).
In understanding this complex balancing act, one of the most

its preference for 12CO2. Furthermore, the isotopic signature of the
resulting plant biomass can be attributed to specific physiological

powerful investigative tools available is the ratio of 13C and 12C, the

mechanisms, including resistance of CO2 diffusion from the atmo‐

stable isotopes of carbon (Nier & Gulbransen, 1939). During pho‐

sphere to the site of carboxylation inside the chloroplast. These

tosynthesis, respiration and other biogeochemical processes, there

technical advances allowed a better understanding of individual

are significant changes in the stable isotope ratio, and this creates

plant growth and survival, and the response of plants to shifts in
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environmental conditions, especially to changes in water availability

(Wright et al., 2005). Two previous studies have argued that precip‐

(Cernusak et al., 2013; Dawson, Mambelli, Plamboeck, Templer, &

itation and elevation (with a possible effect of temperature) are the

Tu, 2002; Schulze et al., 1998; Stewart, Turnbull, Schmidt, & Erskine,

only significant macroclimatic controls on global leaf carbon stable

1995).

isotopes (Diefendorf, Mueller, Wing, Koch, & Freeman, 2010; Kohn,

Variation in the isotopic signature of leaves exists at a series

2010). We seek to re‐examine this question with a dataset that is

of nested scales: Within individuals, among individuals of a spe‐

more than five times larger than any previous efforts, including a

cies and among species (Farquhar, Ehleringer, & Hubick, 1989).

much wider range of both taxa and climates.

Furthermore, variation among species exists at a given site

To explore how much of the global variation in carbon stable

and across climatic gradients (Brooks, Flanagan, Buchmann, &

isotopes may be explained by climate and soil variables, we use a

Ehleringer, 1997). Explanations for the appearance of this varia‐

model selection approach. This approach generates a data‐driven

tion fall into three broad categories: First, variation in the stomatal

predictive model, mapping multivariate climate to carbon isotope

aperture in response to biotic and/or abiotic processes (Ehleringer,

discrimination in C3 photosynthesis. We also examine the effect of

Field, Lin, & Kuo, 1986; Farquhar & Richards, 1984); second, the

leaf traits. These analyses enable us to generate the most complete,

biochemical nature of the leaf, especially its carboxylation capac‐

global picture to date of abiotic and biotic effects on carbon isotope

ity (Virgona & Farquhar, 1996); and third, the resistance to CO2

discrimination during photosynthesis.

diffusion within the leaf mesophyll (Barbour, Warren, Farquhar,
Forrester, & Brown, 2010; Evans, Sharkey, Berry, & Farquhar,
1986). In addition, there are important effects of fractionations

2 | M E TH O DS

within the chemical fractions in the leaf and in both the export of
carbon from the leaf to non‐photosynthetic tissues (Cernusak et

We gathered bulk leaf carbon isotopic data from published and

al., 2009) and moving from leaf to ecosystem scales (Brüggemann

unpublished records from vascular plants in natural and semi‐nat‐

et al., 2011).

ural habitats across the world (see Figure 1 and the Supporting

The goal of this work is to examine variation in leaf carbon iso‐

Information). We were especially interested in those studies that

topes at the largest scale, synthesizing hundreds of detailed local

simultaneously collected leaf trait and instantaneous gas‐exchange

studies that have reported carbon isotopes within the leaves of C3

data. Although we make no claims to have surveyed the exten‐

plants. Although the mechanisms at the leaf level are well charac‐

sive carbon isotope literature exhaustively, the data we collected

terized, scaling up to the globe is not a trivial task. At the global

span the globe, including sites on all seven continents (Figure 1;

scale, climatic variation can directly affect isotope discrimination

Supporting Information Figures S1 and S2). These sites represent all

via the mechanisms listed above or indirectly via a shift in the

major climates types in which C3 photosynthesis occurs (Supporting

functional traits of the species that are successful at a given place

Information Figure S1).

F I G U R E 1 Collection locations for the C3 plants in this analysis. All points are represented by open circles in this figure, but sampling is
so dense in some parts of the world that the circles appear filled [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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For more details, see the data descriptor (Zenodo https://doi.

“bilinear” option from the “Raster” library (Hijmans, 2014). The only

org/10.5281/zenodo.569501). This analysis considers only the C3

exception to this approach were coastal data points for which there

observations in that database. For most of the analyses presented

were missing data in surrounding grid cells. In these cases, we used

here, the fundamental “data unit” is a species–site observation. The

the value from the closest cell only.

database includes 3,985 observations from 594 sites on all seven
continents. Of those, 3,645 species‐by‐site combinations were C3
plants.

2.2 | Plant trait data
In all cases, we made an effort to include leaf trait data measured

2.1 | Climate and soil data

simultaneously with the carbon isotope data, which were some‐
times published along with the isotope values. In some cases, we

We use the locally measured climatic variables when the original

contacted the original researchers who then contributed previously

researcher either reported or directly supplied the data. In cases

unpublished data.

where these data were not available, we used an interpolated cli‐

There were six plant characteristics that we expected to influence

mate grid that represents site means for 1961–1990 (New, Lister,

C isotope discrimination. Gas‐exchange traits clearly affect the par‐

Hulme, & Makin, 2002). As would be expected, the interpolated data

tial pressure of CO2 at the chloroplast (pc). However, gas exchange is

generally reproduce well the locally measured data, with the excep‐

typically measured instantaneously under non‐random (often highly

tion of areas with extreme topography where orographic rainfall is

favorable) conditions, so the mapping to carbon isotopes, which are

especially important. In these cases, we made an additional effort to

a flux‐weighted, integrative measure, is not expected to be exact.

find locally measured climate variables.

We gathered data on maximal rates of photosynthesis (Amax) and

Owing to the complexity of plant water relationships, with po‐

stomatal conductance (gmax), both expressed per unit leaf area. Leaf

tential effects of boundary layers, diurnal temperature patterns,

nitrogen, like carbon isotopes, changes on slower time‐scales com‐

freezing events and many other factors, we took an inclusive ap‐

pared with gas exchange. Leaf nitrogen is known to be correlated

proach to select potential predictor variables. We sought to use the

with the concentration of the photosynthetic enzyme, ribulose‐1,5‐

parameters that could both affect discrimination and be measured

bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (RuBisCO), which affects pc/pa

or calculated from global interpolated climate grids. A priori, we con‐

and carbon isotopes through a drawdown of pc (Marschner, 2012).

sidered 29 climate and soil variables (see Supporting Information

We consider nitrogen concentration on both mass and area bases.

Table S1), including annual means, variables focused on the growing

Specific leaf area (fresh area per dry mass, SLA) may influence both

season and those that attempt to capture daily variation. For the

internal drawdown of CO2 via leaf nitrogen per area and the me‐

growing season, we used the definition of Kikuzawa, Onoda, Wright,

sophyll conductance to CO2 diffusion (Vitousek, Field, & Matson,

and Reich (2013), which estimates the number of months of growing

1990). Leaf size is a major determinant of boundary layer thickness

season across the world.

in low‐wind conditions. Thus, under a given radiation stream, larger

Soil texture, structure and soil ion‐exchange capacity of the

leaves may experience higher maximal temperatures (which may or

0–30 cm layer were extracted from the global, interpolated 30 arc‐s

may not be beneficial), but also take longer to reach benign tempera‐

Harmonised World Soil Database (FAO, 2012). The soil chemistry

tures after frost events (Jones, 1992; Jordan & Smith, 1995; Vogel,

from the 0–20 cm layer was extracted from the 5 arc‐min ISRIC‐

1970).

WISE dataset (Batjes, 2012). As a result of strong collinearity among
many soil texture variables, we chose only two, soil silt percentage
and soil clay percentage, to consider in the model selection process.

2.3 | Statistical considerations

(For a complete list of considered soil variables, see Supporting

The covariance of global climate variables is well known (Whittaker,

Information Table S1.) In both datasets, each grid cell includes differ‐

1975), and the recent emergence of global soil maps has revealed that

ent soil profiles, with their relative proportion. Insufficient informa‐

climate and many aspects of soils also covary strongly (for these spe‐

tion on soil types was available in the original publications to select

cific sites, see Supporting Information Figure S10). As with all analyses

the appropriate profile; therefore, we calculated the weighted pro‐

of global climate, covariance of predictors is an important consid‐

file mean of each soil variable within a grid cell.

eration, potentially affecting the specific model parameter estimates

Soils and climate co‐vary as a result of a number of mechanisms,

(Graham, 2003), and thus these should be interpreted with caution.

including the development of soils at the global scale (Chadwick,

To address this issue, in part, we removed highly covarying predic‐

Derry, Vitousek, Huebert, & Hedin, 1999) and recent glaciations (and

tors a priori (Grueber, Nakagawa, Laws, & Jamieson, 2011). We then

a reset of soil development) in the far northern hemisphere. Soils

used model selection among candidate models using the predictors in

at high temperature and high precipitation tend to be more acidic,

Supporting Information Table S1 based on the Bayesian information

although there is significant scatter in this relationship, notably some

criterion (BIC; see Kuha, 2004). The final model selection balances ex‐

acidic soils from very cold climates (Supporting Information Figure

planatory power with parsimony. The step function in base R (Venables

S1). Site estimates for both climate and soil variables were extracted

& Ripley, 2002) and the model selection and multimodel inference li‐

from soil and climate grids using the “extract” function with the

brary (Bartoń, 2016) led to identical results. We chose BIC rather than

1060
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the more common Akaike information criterion (AIC) because BIC has

photosynthesis; Figure 2, r2 = .39), and the strongest single soil pre‐

a stronger penalty for additional parameters (Kuha, 2004), and we

dictor was pH (greater discrimination at low pH; Figure 2, r2 = .35).

felt that a tendency toward model parsimony was appropriate for this

However, the multivariate analysis pointed to a more complex ex‐

question. We began the model selection with potential climate and

planation; adding more climate variables in many cases added ex‐

soil predictor variables (see Supporting Information Table S1) and then

planatory power. A model with three variables, namely atmospheric

iteratively added and subtracted predictors, searching for the model

pressure, potential evapotranspiration (PET) and soil pH, explained

with the lowest BIC. If an individual parameter did not add explanatory

44% of global variation.

power above the penalty for model complexity as defined by the BIC,
it was dropped from the model.
If derived from first principles, all of the relationships shown
would probably be nonlinear in complex ways (Farquhar et al., 1982).
Moreover, the annual (or even daily) climate data would be insuffi‐
cient to capture all the relevant mechanisms; variables such as annual
precipitation are themselves several steps removed from plant water
availability. The linear model used here represents a preference for
model parsimony in a statistical description of the global variation,
not an assertion that these relationships are mechanistically linear.
All analyses were performed in R version 3.2.0 (R Core Team,
2013).

3 | R E S U LT S
3.1 | Climate‐ and soil‐driven variation

Considering all possible variables (see Supporting Information
Table S1), the selected model explained 60% of the global variation
in discrimination within C3 plants. The BIC‐selected model included
11 separate variables with important explanatory power (Table 1).
Three of the most indispensable predictors, measured by the
degree to which a model excluding that variable had diminished
performance (ΔBIC within Table 1), were (a) atmospheric pres‐
sure, (b) frost frequency, and (c) PET (Table 1). Note that the re‐
lationship described in Table 1 is for all C 3 species. The climate
association would be even stronger when considering only woody
plants (Supporting Information Figure S4) and within woody spe‐
cies, considering only evergreen leaves (Supporting Information
Figure S5). Considering only evergreen woody species, the same
model selection procedure achieved an r2adj = .67. This is probably
because mean annual climate parameters more clearly match the
photosynthetic opportunities for evergreen species, whereas win‐

The strongest single climate predictor was annual precipitation

ter deciduous, drought deciduous and herbaceous species have

(greater discrimination at high precipitation; i.e., higher pc/pa during

different windows for photosynthesis.

F I G U R E 2 The top row shows the raw data for four of the strongest bivariate climate and soil relationships. The parameter estimates for
the model in Table 1 are best visualized as partial residual plots, shown in the bottom row of panels, produced using code from Breheny
and Burchett (2013). In both rows, the blue line shows the ordinary least squares fit, and the shaded area around it shows one confidence
interval (0.95) around the parameter estimates. Note that the model described in Table 1 corresponds to the slopes in the second
row, not the first row. See also the full set of partial residual plots in Supporting Information Figure S7 [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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The best model for predicting leaf Δ13C as selected by Bayesian information criterion

Variable

Coefficient estimate

SE

Atmospheric pressure

0.085

t‐value

p‐value

−3

4.6 × 10

18.7

3.5 × 10

−4

Sensitivity (‰Δ13C)

ΔBIC

4.39

325.0

−66

−74

Frost frequency

0.016

9.0 × 10

17.6

2.5 × 10

5.12

288.8

Potential
evapotranspiration

0.003

2.0 × 10−4

16.5

5.9 × 10−59

5.95

254.9

Soil pH

−0.44

0.04

−10.2

3.1 × 10−24

2.27

95.4

Soil silt

0.037

3.7 × 10

9.9

−23

6.4 × 10

2.12

89.3

Diurnal temperature
range

−0.19

0.019

−9.9

−23

7.2 × 10

2.79

89.1

Annual precipitation
(log10)

−1.1

0.11

9.3

2.0 × 10−20

3.29

77.9

Seasonality

0.84

0.11

7.6

2.6 × 10−14

0.84

50.1

Mean wind speed

−0.17

0.03

−5.1

−07

4.5 × 10

1.06

17.4

Number of rain days

0.004

0.001

4.1

4.5 × 10−05

1.14

8.6

Growing season length

0.05

0.014

3.6

3.2 × 10

0.64

4.9

(Intercept)

7.27

0.74

9.8

1.6 × 10−22

−3

−04

Note. As with all analyses of global climate, predictor covariance is a problem, and the slope estimates may be unstable among strongly covarying pre‐
dictors (Graham, 2003). The model selection approach began with 29 soil and climate variables (see Supporting Information Table S1). The 11 variables
listed added significant information to the model over and above the preference for model simplicity inherent in the Bayesian information criterion
(BIC). A few data points had to be excluded owing to incomplete coverage of the climate and/or soil layers (e.g., points on Antarctica). The overall
r2adj = 0.60. F‐statistic: 419.7 on 11 and 3,533 degrees of freedom. p‐value: <10–15. Sixty‐three observations in the full database needed to be removed
from the model owing to missing soil data. The coefficient estimate is the equation for the best‐fit model; note that the units of those coefficients are
‰Δ13C per the units of each variable as given in Supporting Information Table S1. Sensitivity is an estimate of the largest potential effect of each vari‐
able on Δ13C while holding all the other predictor variables constant and varying the variable of interest by its maximal range. This is equivalent to the
slope of the line multiplied by the x‐axis range within the panels of Supporting Information Figure S7. ΔBIC quantifies how much worse the model be‐
comes when leaving that variable out of the model; larger values indicate more indispensable predictors.

Trait

Bivariate
sample size

Bivariate correlation
coefficient (r)

Residual variation
explained (r2)

Maximal photosynthetic
rate per leaf area

393

−0.11

0.00

Maximal stomatal
conductance

367

0.06

0.00

Specific leaf area
Nitrogen per leaf mass

864

0.41

0.03

1942

0.25

0.00

Leaf size

338

0.34

0.01

Nitrogen per leaf area

773

−0.47

0.11

TA B L E 2 Bivariate correlation between
leaf traits and Δ13C

Note. All traits were log10 ‐transformed before analysis. The correlation coefficient shows the simple
bivariate comparison of the trait and Δ13C. Residual variation shows the r 2 for the relationship with
the residuals from the selected climate–soils model (see Table 1).

There was a large collection of climate and soil variables that
have small, but highly significant, effects (see geographic visu‐
alization of the model in Figure 3). It is also worth noting that

3.2 | Plant trait‐driven variation
With this dataset we can examine, on a global scale, whether the

they remain in the model despite our choice of the BIC approach,

balance of supply and demand for CO2 inside leaves, as captured

which is known for its strong preference for model parsimony

by carbon isotopes, is correlated with maximal photosynthetic rates

(Burnham & Anderson, 2004; Kuha, 2004). The BIC‐selected

measured in optimal conditions. We find that area‐based instanta‐

model variables include wind (more wind = less discrimination),

neous measures of maximal photosynthesis are largely decoupled

growing season (longer growing season = greater discrimina‐

from carbon isotope discrimination (r = −0.11; Table 2; Supporting

tion) and silt (more silt in the soil = greater discrimination; see

Information Figure S9). This implies that maximal flux rate is only

Supporting Information Figure S7).

weakly related to a time‐integrative measure of pc/pa .
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F I G U R E 3 Predicted Δ13C for C3 photosynthesis across the globe, based on the model in Table 1. White indicates no data. In the case of
land areas, the white parts are areas without sufficient soil data because they are aquatic or covered in glacial ice or because available data
are not sufficient for them to be included in the Harmonized World Soil Database gridded soil data (see FAO, 2012) [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
Two of the traits best correlated with discrimination were N

4 | D I S CU S S I O N

per leaf area (N area) and leaf size (Table 2 and Figure 4; specific leaf
area was also correlated, probably in part owing to its link with

Global fractionation of

13

C during photosynthesis, Δ13C, gives us a

N area). Note that in this dataset there is only a weak correlation

uniquely integrative view into pc/pa and plant water and carbon re‐

between N area and measures of maximal photosynthetic rate: r =

lationships more broadly. Our leaf‐level understanding of controls

0.22. This relationship is much weaker than is typically observed

on Δ13C, including controls on stomatal conductance, is detailed

within a given climate zone (e.g., r = 0.61 from one Californian

(Cernusak et al., 2013), but there are a number of complications in‐

site; see Ackerly, 2004). The weakness of the relationship is prob‐

volved in scaling up. We show that there is not a simple mapping of

ably attributable, at least in part, to the inclusion of species from

Δ13C to one or a few macroclimatic variables, such as annual precipi‐

both very dry and very wet climates (see discussion by Wright,

tation. Instead, numerous aspects of climate and soils affect the sup‐

Reich, & Westoby, 2003).

ply of water to the plant, the strength of the demand for water from

These relationships are linked to the effects of climate and
soils on discrimination; for example, the correlation between dis‐

the atmosphere, and the balance of CO2 supply through the stomata
and CO2 demand at the sites of photosynthesis within the leaf.

crimination and leaf size all but disappears after first accounting

In many cases, the statistical model presented here finds simi‐

for climate and soils (Figure 4). In contrast, the relationship with

lar relationships compared with more local research and more de‐

Narea does not; it explains 11% of the remaining global variation

tailed theory (see coefficients within Table 1). For example, we find

even after accounting for climate and soils (Figure 4). On average,

a global‐scale negative relationship between wind and Δ13C that is

species with higher Narea showed lower discrimination (were op‐

similar to what would be expected based on theory (Grace, 1988).

erating at a lower pc/pa). Note that there is significant variation in

Likewise, the positive relationship we find with soil silt percentage

Narea among species within sites; therefore, local variation driven

is consistent with predictions from models of water dynamics across

by Narea independent of climate and soils is not accounted for in

different soil textures (Tuzet, Perrier, & Leuning, 2003). For soil pH,

Figure 2 or 3.

our global‐scale results are similar to those observed more locally
(Viet et al., 2013; Weitner et al., 2007), although the underlying

3.3 | A living database of leaf Δ13C

mechanism in both the global and local cases is unknown. Overall,

Given that the links between the water and carbon cycles are likely

Δ13C has a relatively modest effect globally (see coefficients within

to continue to be an area of active research, we have set up this

Table 1), but there is nonetheless a very tight association between

database as a “living” database. The static version, on which this

Δ13C and a combination of soil and climate variables.

the size of our dataset reveals that each individual relationship with

analysis is based, is available via zenodo (https://doi.org/10.5281/

The environment–carbon isotope association (r2adj = 0.60) is much

zenodo.569501). A dynamic, semantically versioned dataset will be

stronger than that for other functional aspects for leaves (and it

distributed as an R package and updated via github releases (https://

would be stronger still when considering some plant functional

github.com/wcornwell/leaf13C). In this way, new data can be added,

types separately; see Supporting Information Figures S4 and S5 and

climate data can be updated to newly developed interpolated grids,

Adams, Turnbull, Sprent, & Buchmann, 2016). The same model selec‐

and modeling efforts built on these data can use the most up‐to‐date

tion approach but with other leaf traits as the independent variable

dataset rather than a static one.

leads to a model with r2adj = 0.28 for leaf nitrogen per mass, r2adj = 0.23
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F I G U R E 4 The relationship between two leaf traits (nitrogen per area and leaf size) and Δ13C. The raw bivariate relationships are shown
in the top row. The relationship with the residuals from the climate–soil model (described in Table 1) are in the bottom row. Nitrogen per
area has more explanatory power, in addition to climate and soils, compared with leaf size (see also Table 2) [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
for specific leaf area, and r2adj = 0.04 for maximal rates of photosyn‐
thesis per leaf area (see also Wright et al., 2005). This implies that

al., 2010; Kohn, 2010); the authors of both these studies argued for
a relatively simple precipitation–Δ13C relationship.

dynamic regulation of internal CO2 is much more tightly linked to
macroscale climate and soils than are leaf characteristics (on either
mass or area bases), including the concentration of nitrogen and

4.1 | The balance of water supply and demand

maximal photosynthetic rates, traits that often vary among species

Plant water relationships and carbon isotopic signals are consid‐

at very small scales (Ackerly, 2004).

erably more complicated than solely mean annual precipitation.

The equation described by the BIC‐selected model (Table 1) can

Macroclimatic variables in the final model included those that affect

be used as a predictive model together with global climate datasets to

both the supply of water (including seasonality) and many variables

generate an expected discrimination via C3 photosynthesis for every

that affect the atmospheric demand for water, including wind, at‐

grid cell on the globe (Figure 3). Note that although this relationship

mospheric pressure and PET. These effects are not large individu‐

describes a statistical expectation for each spot on the globe, there

ally; sensitivities varied from 0.6 to 6.0‰ (Table 1), but cumulatively

are still many sources of within‐site variance in carbon isotope dis‐

they are crucial. Measuring and modeling atmospheric demand for

crimination, both among and within species (Saugier, Ehleringer, Hall,

water with respect to both time and space will be one of the crucial

& Farquhar, 1993); every leaf should not be expected to conform to

on‐going challenges in understanding the water cycle at the global

this expectation, but the mean species value should be close to this

scale, and we expect that future work will both further constrain

value. Given the wealth of leaf‐level physiological studies showing

this relationship and more clearly tie this relationship to theory.

the effects of climate and soil on Δ13C, the fact that these results

Three temperature‐related variables were in the best BIC‐se‐

scale up to small but crucial global effects should not be surprising;

lected model: PET, diurnal temperature range and frost frequency

however, it is contrary to analyses of smaller datasets (Diefendorf et

(Table 1). The role of temperature and its relationship with global maps
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of PET are complex; it both influences water demand via effects on

indirect effects of elevation on plant traits that then influence frac‐

leaf temperature and vapor pressure deficit and it affects RuBisCO

tionation (Körner et al., 1988).

kinetics (Badger & Collatz, 1977; Bernacchi, Singsaas, Pimentel,
Portis, & Long, 2001). Global estimates of PET are strongly correlated
with mean annual temperature (see Supporting Information Figure
S8). The PET could have both positive (via temperature‐related mech‐

4.3 | Soil
Fractionation is greatest (photosynthesis operates at the highest

anisms) and negative (via atmospheric demand) effects on Δ13C. In the

pc/pa) on silt soils (Table 1); that is, plants on silt soils have less re‐

selected model, aspects of atmospheric demand are accounted for by

stricted photosynthesis compared with sand and clay soils, which is

other variables (e.g., wind), and the positive (presumably temperature‐

consistent with the idea that silt soils have moisture‐release curves

related) effect remains in the model (Table 1 and Figure 2). The other

that favor water‐holding capacity and plant uptake in many condi‐

two variables, diurnal temperature range and frost frequency, capture

tions (Hillel, 1980).

aspects of the daily temperature fluctuation, which differs greatly

The global pattern with less discrimination on high‐pH soils (pH > 7)

among environments across the globe, pointing to an important role

is striking (Figure 2) and consistent with local comparisons (Viet et al.,

for within‐day temperature variation affecting the proportion of pho‐

2013; Weitner et al., 2007), but the mechanism underlying this pattern

tosynthesis that occurs during optimal and suboptimal conditions. The

has not been uncovered by previous detailed work. Part of the high bi‐

omission of vapor pressure deficit from the best selected model might

variate r2 (Figure 2) is undoubtedly the negative relationship between

be attributable to current limitations in available maps. Daily tempera‐

annual precipitation and soil pH, with lower pH more often found at

ture and humidity variation has important implications for the effective

sites with high rainfall. However, even after accounting for macrocli‐

vapor pressure deficit during photosynthesis, one of many important

matic and other soil variables there is still a very large decline in model

effects that are not completely captured in currently available global

explanatory power when leaving pH out (ΔBIC =95.4; Table 1). Part of

maps. More precise maps of vapor pressure deficit would be very use‐

that might be related to Narea, which is slightly but significantly higher

ful, and there has been recent progress on new methods for generating

on high‐pH soils (r2 = 0.08, p < 10–15, n = 1,014). Viewed within the

vapor pressure deficit maps (Zhang, Wu, Yan, Zhu, & Feng, 2014) from

framework of “least‐cost” co‐optimization theory for photosynthesis

remote sensing products. The next generation of maps is likely to be

(Prentice, Dong, Gleason, Maire, & Wright, 2014; Wright et al., 2003),

much improved, and this question should be revisited at that point.

the observation that plants operate at lower pc/pa on higher pH soils
suggests that in these situations plants are operating as if water is

4.2 | Effects of atmospheric pressure

relatively expensive to acquire or, equivalently, as if soil nutrients are
relatively cheap to acquire. Indeed, all else being equal, at higher pH

As has been shown in targeted studies (Körner, Farquhar, & Roksandic,

one would generally expect a range of macro‐ and micronutrients, es‐

1988; Körner, Farquhar, & Wong, 1991; Zhu, Siegwolf, Durka, &

pecially N, to be relatively more available (Marschner, 2012), which

Körner, 2010), discrimination is lower at high‐elevation, low‐atmos‐

should decrease the per unit cost of their acquisition.

pheric pressure sites, provided there are no elevational moisture gra‐

This could be an effect of soil development on both soil pH

dients (Figure 2). What this large dataset reveals is that at the global

and macronutrient availability (especially P; see Porder, Vitousek,

scale the relationship with pressure and discrimination is triangular.

Chadwick, Chamberlain, & Hilley, 2007), which in turn affects over‐

At low elevation (= high atmospheric pressure), discrimination can be

all site fertility and water relationships (Maire et al., 2015). It is also

either high or low. At high elevation (= low atmospheric pressure),

possible that the particular parent materials that weather to produce

individuals that show high discrimination are absent (Figure 2). (This

high‐pH soils also weather to produce soils that have relatively high

relationship becomes more linear when considering the partial resid‐

water‐holding capacity.

uals.) Considering only the effects of pressure, holding all else con‐
stant, there are at least two possible mechanisms. The first potential
mospheric pressure, the partial pressure of water in the atmosphere

4.4 | Growing season parameters and the
challenge of understanding pc/pa across time‐scales

is lower, but the saturated partial pressure within the leaves maintains

Given that both environmental and stomatal aperture may change at

the same relationship with leaf temperature. This creates a larger leaf‐

very fast time‐scales, understanding Δ13C and pc/pa with respect to

to‐air gradient in water vapor, increasing the atmospheric demand for

climate predictors on different time‐scales is a difficult problem. We

water at high‐elevation sites. Potentially, this may, through time, lead

found explanatory power in climate variation at three scales: Daily,

to greater water loss, which then might prompt stomatal regulation

seasonal (i.e., during the growing season) and annual.

mechanism is the effect on water vapor concentrations. At low at‐

that reduces pc/pa and Δ13C (see similar arguments by Körner et al.,

We expected climate parameters during the growing season

1988; Körner et al., 1991; Wang et al., 2017). The second potential

(e.g., growing season temperature) to have especially strong explan‐

mechanism is the effect of a lower partial pressure of oxygen at high

atory power, but they did not. Instead, growing season length and

elevation, effectively increasing the affinity of RuBisCO for carbon

the presence of a non‐growing season added explanatory power to

dioxide, reducing pc/pa at a given stomatal conductance and reduc‐

the model (Table 1). This could be the result of the physiologies of

ing Δ13C. In addition to these two direct mechanisms, there are also

different species that are tuned to operate at high pc/pa at different
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temperatures across the world. For example, a tundra sedge may

have been efforts to scale up leaf‐ or stand‐level models of Δ13C to

operate at high pc/pa within a very different temperature range com‐

the globe (Ballantyne, Miller, Baker, Tans, & White, 2011; Lloyd &

pared with a tropical forest tree. However, seasonal shifts to dry or

Farquhar, 1994; Prentice et al., 2014; Suits et al., 2005; Wang et al.,

cold conditions may affect pc/pa in both tropical and polar regions.

2017). This is a very useful model–data synthesis, and we hope that

During a shift to unfavorable conditions, more photosynthesis may

the model selection approach taken in this paper will be compared

occur at low pc/pa, perhaps because of the existence of transition

with more theory‐driven mechanistic models to push forward a spa‐

periods, daily and/or seasonally, with conditions that allow photo‐

tial understanding of the coupling of water and carbon cycles.

synthesis but are not sufficiently favorable to permit high pc/pa.

4.5 | Plant traits
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higher in areas of low precipitation (Wright et al., 2005). Essentially,
as water supply drops and atmospheric water demand rises in arid
environments, plants adjust both stomatal regulation and their abil‐

DATA AC C E S S I B I L I T Y

ity to draw down pc at a given conductance (Farquhar, Buckley, &

The carbon isotope dataset is available in a stable form at the fol‐

Miller, 2002; Givnish, Wong, Stuart‐Williams, Holloway‐Phillips, &

lowing https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.569501. An R library for

Farquhar, 2014; Prentice et al., 2011; Wright et al., 2003). There is

easy download and use and a dynamic, “living” version of this data‐

also likely to be an important role for mesophyll conductance and

set, welcoming additions, may be found at: https://github.com/

how that varies with environmental gradients (Barbour et al., 2010;

wcornwell/leaf13C.

Evans & von Caemmerer, 2013; Vitousek et al., 1990), although at
the global scale the data to constrain the importance of mesophyll
conductance are not yet available.

4.6 | Conclusion
The global pattern in carbon isotope discrimination is very different
from previously reported climate–trait relationships (Wright et al.,
2005, 2004 ); we show that most of the variation in pc/pa is strongly
associated with variation in climate and soils. Compared with other
leaf traits, this functional convergence within climate zones is re‐
markable. In other words, when compared with global variation, in a
given climate, species often have relatively different leaf morpholo‐
gies and chemistries, but relatively similar CO2 concentration at the

site of carboxylation and thus Δ13C.

Leaf carbon isotopes provide a unique view into global photo‐
synthesis. Our data‐driven model predicts lowest fractionation (i.e.,
low Δ13C) in the major deserts of the world, the Tibetan Plateau and
dry parts of the Andes. In contrast, the greatest fractionation is in
the wet tropical forests of South America (especially close to the
Amazon), Africa and Asia along with the silt soils on river flood plains
of the far northern hemisphere (Figure 3). This is important empirical
evidence about spatial variation in the way the water and carbon
cycles are coupled across the globe.
Compared with datasets of instantaneous flux rates, Δ13C data
provide a uniquely time‐integrated view into the carbon cycle, es‐
pecially reflecting stomatal regulation of photosynthesis over a
long time‐frame. Building on this time‐integrated feature, there
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